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Abstract: The ability to make evidence-based decisions, and hence to reason on questions concerning
scientific and societal aspects, is a crucial goal in science education and science communication.
However, science denial poses a constant challenge for society and education. Controversial science
issues (CSI) encompass scientific knowledge rejected by the public as well as socioscientific issues, i.e.,
societal issues grounded in science that are frequently applied to science education. Generating
evidence-based justifications for claims is central in scientific and informal reasoning. This study aims
to describe attitudes and their justifications within the argumentations of a random online sample
(N = 398) when reasoning informally on selected CSI. Following a deductive-inductive approach and
qualitative content analysis of written open-ended answers, we identified five types of justifications
based on a fine-grained category system. The results suggest a topic-specificity of justifications
referring to specific scientific data, while justifications appealing to authorities tend to be common
across topics. Subjective, and therefore normative, justifications were slightly related to conspiracy
ideation and a general rejection of the scientific consensus. The category system could be applied
to other CSI topics to help clarify the relation between scientific and informal reasoning in science
education and communication.

Keywords: argumentation; reasoning; justifications; socioscientific issues; societally denied science;
controversial science issues; science communication; science education

1. Introduction

The OECD Learning Compass 2030 [1] highlights the rapid changes confronting our
society and, consequently, the importance of adaptive education in formal and informal
learning environments. It emphasizes the need to think and act responsibly “towards
collective well-being” [1] based on knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills (including
reasoning and critical thinking) as a 21st-century goal [1]. In contrast to this goal, science
denial poses a constant or even growing challenge for society [2] and science education [3].
Informed citizens should be able to make evidence-based decisions on questions concerning
scientific and societal aspects, e.g., health and environmental issues [4].

The inevitable connections between science and society in science education are
bundled under the term socioscientific issues (SSI), defined as “societal issues with conceptual
or technological ties to science” [5]. SSI are scientific topics that are often discussed
controversially by the public [6]. They are well-acknowledged as contexts for science
learning [7,8], as the SSI approach integrates scientific, sociological, and ethical content to
foster reasoning on complex questions [9]. For example, the current COVID-19 pandemic
illustrates the rise in controversy between society and science and, moreover, in doubt
about scientific findings [10].

While the scientific foundation of some SSI is mostly accepted by the public (e.g., knowl-
edge about stem cells), controversy may arise with the ethical dilemmas of its application
(e.g., stem cell research for medical purposes) [11]. Other SSI are based on societally contro-
versial science that may even be rejected by parts of the public (e.g., anthropogenic causes
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of climate change), while being quite undisputed among scientists [11]. These topics are
referred to as societally denied science [11] or controversial science issues (CSI) [12]. Attitudes
toward CSI, i.e., their rejection or acceptance, highly rely on individual norms and values
that do not necessarily result from scientific reasoning [13].

As science and technology develop rapidly, opportunities to encounter a variety of
SSI, on which decisions must be made, and CSI, on which attitudes must be formed, be-
come more frequent. Fostering the ability to make informed decisions on such complex
issues and problems using evaluation and reasoning is not only a crucial aspect of general
scientific literacy [14,15] but also a central goal of science education [16,17] and science
communication [18,19]. Scientific reasoning [20,21] and informal reasoning (i.e., every-
day reasoning on ill-structured problems) [22] on SSI and CSI entail the evaluation and
justification of claims.

Several researchers have pointed out that argumentation is a core competence for
reasoning and scientific inquiry [23], as well as central to science education in general [24].
There are few studies on argumentation in science communication [25], but it is a potentially
beneficial field to bridge science communication and science education [18]. Argumenta-
tion in terms of SSI and CSI involves an ethical dimension, so socioscientific argumentation
is a distinct process from scientific argumentation [26]. Multiple studies have demon-
strated that reasoning on SSI [27,28] improves the complexity and quality of students’
arguments concerning both scientific and socioscientific issues and can improve students’
argumentation skills [29] and critical scientific literacy [30].

Different approaches to assessing argumentation have been used in science educa-
tion [31]. Toulmin’s Argument Pattern (TAP) [32] in particular has been applied in various
ways [33]. However, TAP is predominantly used to assess the quality of students’ argu-
ments [34] and focuses on an argument’s structure [35]. To date, few studies have examined
the content of arguments [27,35] or justifications [36].

Furthermore, most research on informal reasoning and argumentation in the context
of SSI and CSI focuses on either school [27–29,33,35] or university students [16,36,37], but
similar analytical approaches to argumentations used by the public [18] could provide
insights into controversial debates on scientific issues in everyday life. This research aims
to describe different kinds of justifications used when people reason informally on selected
CSI based on their attitude, using a fine-grained category system.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Socioscientific Issues (SSI) and Controversial Science Issues (CSI)

“Controversial Science Issues are scientific topics that, by their very nature, create
discussions, debates, and questions because students are intrigued by these issues, question
them or even have significant doubts about them” [12] (p. 26). Often, the description of
controversy in the relationship between science and society is left implicit in science
communication [38,39] as well as science education [36]. Borgerding and Dagistan [11]
differentiate between three categories of CSI: active science, societally denied and societally
accepted science, and SSI (Figure 1).

Controversies within active science are located within the scientific community itself
(actual scientific frontier debates) [11]. Societally denied science refers to a negative attitude
(i.e., rejection) toward scientific knowledge among the public (i.e., “x is not true”). This
scientific knowledge was nevertheless generated within the scientific community and a
scientific consensus on it exists [11].
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Both societally denied science and societally accepted science can serve as a foundation
for SSI [11]. For instance, knowledge about stem cell research counts as societally accepted
science [11], even if the application of this research can be addressed as controversial when
teaching SSI. SSI are highly relevant to society and are often discussed controversially in the
context of science education [5]. Examples of SSI include stem cell research, environmental
issues and their possible solutions, and the creation of genetically modified organisms [40],
and therefore, the applications of scientific knowledge in these areas [11]. Normative
questions, like “Is the application of this technology just?” are addressed in typical SSI,
reflecting the fact that SSI cannot be resolved by science and scientific inquiry practices
alone [11]. SSI have an ethical dimension concerning the relationship between science,
technology, and society [41] as well as a complex societal dimension [5]. Problems in the
context of SSI are open-ended, ill-structured, subject to multiple perspectives, and they
lack clear solutions [37].

However, not all controversial scientific topics addressed in educational contexts fit
this definition of SSI. Issues may be controversial and contested within the public sphere
without being ill-structured and/or without lacking clear solutions. SSI are often described
as inherently controversial [9,35] or as one kind of controversial issue [27,42]. Following
the ideas that SSI are one kind of CSI and that a publicly contested issue is not necessarily
denied by the public, we describe CSI as an umbrella term (see Figure 1), comprising
different approaches of science communication and science education. When engaging in
CSI, the question is not whether a certain issue is true or just but what the reasons for its
controversy are.

Examples of CSI are evolution [43] and climate change [44], since parts of society doubt
their theoretical scientific foundation, i.e., have a negative attitude toward them. Attitudes
are conceptualized here as an affective assessment of an attitude object (e.g., evolution,
climate change) [45]. Nevertheless, these topics do not lack a clear solution and are not
ill-structured. For other CSI, such as vaccination [46] and GMOs [47], the controversy
refers, at least in part, to the application of technology and touches the field of SSI.

Moreover, different factors influence attitudes toward CSI topics, hence the distinction
between societally denied and societally accepted science. Most influencing factors that
affect the rejection of scientific knowledge or applications are affective, such as emotions,
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ideology, or worldview, and are referred to as the roots of attitudes [13]. Attitudes toward
vaccination depend on risk perception, barriers, trust, calculation, and responsibility for
society [46], while factors like religious belief [43], trust in science, and knowledge about
the nature of science (NOS) influence attitudes toward evolution [48]. Climate change
attitudes are influenced by political identity [49] and an individualistic worldview [50],
and attitudes toward GMOs are affected by views about natural purity [51] as well as
emotions and intuitions [52]. These different factors illustrate the issue-dependency and
high heterogeneity of predictors of the controversiality of a topic [53,54]. However, some
factors seem to be general predictors of the acceptance and rejection of scientific knowledge,
like conspiracy ideation [55] and knowledge about NOS [56].

2.2. Informal and Scientific Reasoning

Engagement in SSI often involves argumentation and decision-making processes that
require reasoning processes, i.e., processes of building and evaluating arguments [57].
For a long time, research on reasoning focused on formal reasoning about well-defined
problems [58] and followed a “deduction paradigm” [59]. However, it has been demon-
strated that human reasoning is prone to biases, and everyday reasoning is in most cases
informal reasoning [58]. Both formal (scientific) and informal reasoning are processes
of generating and assessing arguments [60]. While the problems addressed in scientific
reasoning are often well-defined and the respective premises are explicit, problems in
informal reasoning are ill-structured and the premises are not always stated [61]. Informal
reasoning tasks often involve generating and evaluating positions on complex issues that
lack clear solutions [5]. However, the coordination of theory and evidence [4,60], as well as
generating evidence-based justifications [60], is central in informal and scientific reasoning:
“Foundational abilities that lie at the heart of both types of reasoning are the ability to
recognize the possible falsehood of a theory, and the identification of evidence capable of
disconfirm” [60] (p. 74). These abilities align with the epistemic dimension of scientific
reasoning as described by Osborne [21].

As SSI typically involve contentious and open-ended problems, their negotiation and
resolution can be characterized by informal reasoning [5,61], which is especially suitable
for processes like decision-making about actions for which supporting and opposing
arguments exist [57]. The ability to informally reason on SSI has been described as a crucial
component of scientific literacy [5] and a central goal of science education [62].

In addition to components of scientific reasoning [20,21], reasoning on SSI requires the
integration of societal and ethical aspects, also referred to as moral reasoning [63,64]. Sadler,
Barab, and Scott [8] proposed the construct of socioscientific reasoning (SSR) to assess the
reasoning practices associated with SSI. While research on SSR highlights the integration of
ethical components that require moral reasoning [42], reasoning on CSI is not necessarily
a matter of moral reasoning but a matter of personal attitudes and knowledge. This is
because the questions concerning CSI are neither open-ended nor unsolvable dilemmas [11].
Therefore, frameworks developed to assess SSR competencies [65], decision-making on
SSI [66], and SSI attitudes [67] cannot be applied to CSI in which a clear scientific consensus
concerning scientific knowledge and/or its application has been reached. Assessing how
people reason concerning their attitude toward a CSI asks for different approaches, e.g.,
the identification of informal reasoning types [37,61,68]. While some research results
suggest that reasoning is consistent across different topics [65,69], other studies describe a
topic-specificity [70,71].

2.3. Argumentation Frameworks

Argumentation is the communicative part of reasoning [22] and is addressed more
and more by science curricula around the world [33]. Argumentation in science is an
essential skill, not only for scientists and science students but also for citizens, to enable
them to make informed decisions on (socio-)scientific issues in everyday life [33].
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Argumentation in general can be described as an interplay of constructing claims or ex-
planations and the corresponding evidence [32,72] to justify something [73]. A fine-grained
conceptualization of argumentation has been an ongoing challenge for researchers, and a
variety of frameworks exist [31]. Aside from differences among these frameworks focusing
either on content [28], structure [74], or the epistemological quality [75] of arguments, all
of these frameworks rely on Toulmin’s Argument Pattern (TAP) [32]. The TAP builds a
general structure of arguments (Figure 2) and a foundation to assess them [33].
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The claim of an argument is its conclusion. It is a statement of commitment [33] that
every individual can agree or disagree with. The claim is based on several elements of the
argument, with data representing the evidence for the claim being the central element. The
data needs a warrant as a conclusive rule, turning the data into a relevant reason to support
the claim. The warrant itself can furthermore be based on additional information called a
backing. Because those three compartments form the justifying part of a persuasive argu-
ment [32] they are subsequently subsumed as the justification of a claim. The justification is
opposed to the rebuttal, which contradicts it, and the qualifier, which describes the extent to
which the justification allows valid conclusions.

As humans are easily capable of connecting statements in a logical way, the warrant is
sometimes left implicit [76]. In the given example, the fact that people die from COVID-19
(i.e., data) can lead to the conclusion of SARS-CoV-2 posing a serious threat to human
health without formulating the warrant (i.e., that the possible death forms a serious threat
to human health). Equally, the data can be left implicit. Taking this into account, the
articulation of a justification does not always include both data and warrant but sometimes
appears as only one of the two components.

The TAP is often used as an analytical framework to evaluate argument quality [33].
When assessing arguments, an adapted version of TAP is often used. Qualifiers are often
neglected to reduce the complexity [77–79]. The claim-evidence-reasoning approach is an
established adaptation of the framework, in which, in addition to claim and evidence (i.e.,
data), warrant and backing are summarized as reasoning [79].

However, using TAP or its adapted forms as an analytical tool has also been criti-
cized [33] due to the ambiguity of the arguments’ elements [80] and the context-dependency
of their interpretation [81]. In particular, differentiating between data and warrant, as well
as warrant and backing, is difficult and depends on the context [77,82]. These challenges, as
well as approaches that merge data and warrant [82], underpin the justification component
(see Figure 2).
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Several other studies that assessed arguments did not rely on TAP but analyzed argu-
ments dichotomously by focusing on one claim supported by a ground, i.e., a reason [28,36].
Often, subjective and objective justifications are distinguished [36,83]. A comparable distinc-
tion was provided by Jafari and Meisert [27], who distinguished between normative and
fact-based reasoning. Objective justifications are sometimes further divided into evidential
and deferential justifications [83], with deferential justifications appealing to an author-
ity [83]. Justifications were found to be heterogeneous within a person’s argumentation
and to differ among different CSI [36].

Additionally, several studies have indicated the relation between knowledge about
NOS and argumentation skills [84,85]. Studies on argumentations in the field of SSI
predominantly focus on argument quality based on the TAP or adapted forms. However,
when it comes to the argument’s contents and the types of justifications within arguments,
few studies are available [27,86].

2.4. Research Questions

Several researchers have pointed out that instruction and conceptual knowledge of
argumentation can foster the use of more complex [28] and more fact-based [27] arguments
in the science classroom. There are still societal debates on scientific topics that are not
disputed in the scientific sphere and do not lack clear solutions, and these topics count
as CSI. Scientific knowledge, or its application that is partly rejected by the public, points
to negative attitudes toward a topic. As roots of such attitudes are known to be mostly
affective [13], this leads to the question of how people justify these attitudes.

An assessment of justifications within arguments on CSI in the public sphere is a
necessary first step to identify overall tendencies and context-dependencies in justifications
as one element of informal reasoning. In the long run, a resulting framework may help
equip students with the necessary skills to participate in these public debates.

Our study addresses the following research questions:

1. To what extent can justifications identified in the field of CSI be grouped, with regard
to theoretical criteria? (RQ1)

2. To what extent are justifications specific for certain CSI (topic-specific)? (RQ2)
3. How are acceptance and rejection of CSI related to the use of different justifica-

tions? (RQ3)
4. How does knowledge about NOS, religiousness, and conspiracy ideation relate with

the use of different justifications? (RQ4)

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Participants and Data Collection

We conducted an online survey in German, distributed via social networks to reach
the public in an informal learning context. Postings included a short introduction to the
topic and targeted communities interested in CSI, e.g., through a comment on videos on
genetically modified food (GMF; YouTube), anti-vaccine groups (Facebook), and science
communicators (Twitter). This random sampling was justified by the aim to reach out to a
heterogeneous sample and collect a wide range of different justifications on different CSI.
Data were collected within a two-month period in summer 2020.

In total N = 398 volunteers took part in the survey, of which N = 265 completed the
questionnaire up to the last page. Participation in the survey was voluntary and during
free time, which might explain the high dropout rate. It was possible to skip questions
or leave the survey at any point. All open answers were analyzed, regardless of if the
data set was complete. For closed questions, listwise deletion was applied. The age of
participants ranged from 16 to 85 with an average of 41 years. Participants from all 16
German provinces took part, and the education level ranged from high school students
and people who left school without a degree to post-doctoral researchers.
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3.2. Instruments

The research design was adapted from Lobato and Zimmerman [36]. Their survey
included four CSI topics (evolution, climate change, GMF, vaccination) and involved con-
fronting participants with a statement (i.e., claim) reflecting the scientific consensus on each
topic (Table 1). We added a fifth statement on SARS-CoV-2 to the survey, as the pandemic
has led to the most substantive large-scale, open, and public discussion of epidemiology
and science in recent history [87]. The statements used by Lobato and Zimmerman [36]
were modified whenever they seemed to express epistemological considerations that could
also serve as justifications, like “Evolution is the best explanation” or “Medical research
has demonstrated” (Table 1).

Table 1. Statements reflecting scientific consensus on five CSI topics (modified based on [36]). Statements reflect the claim
in TAP [32].

CSI Topic Original Statement [36] Adjusted Statement Adjusted Statement (German)

Evolution
Biological evolution is the best
explanation for explaining the
varieties of species of life.

The variety of life forms and
species is rooted in evolution.

Die Vielfalt an Lebensformen und
Arten ist auf Evolution
zurückzuführen.

Climate Change
The earth is experiencing a period
of global climate change that
human activity is contributing to.

The earth is experiencing a
period of global climate
change that human activity is
largely contributing to.

Die Erde unterliegt einem
klimatischen Wandel, zu dem der
Mensch maßgeblich beiträgt.

Genetically
modified foods (GMF)

Genetically modified foods [also
known as GM or GMO foods]
are largely safe for
human consumption.

Genetically modified foods
are largely safe for human
consumption.

Genetisch veränderte
Lebensmittel sind größtenteils
sicher für den
menschlichen Verzehr.

Vaccination

Medical research has
demonstrated that childhood
vaccinations are largely safe
and effective.

Vaccinations are largely safe
and effective.

Impfungen sind größtenteils
sicher und effektiv.

SARS-CoV-2 -
The coronavirus
(SARS-CoV-2) is a serious
threat to human health.

Das Corona-Virus (SARS-CoV-2)
ist eine ernsthafte Bedrohung für
die menschliche Gesundheit.

Participants’ attitudes toward the CSI topics (i.e., acceptance or rejection of the scien-
tific consensus) were measured using a five-point scale to rate their agreement with the five
claims. The participants were subsequently asked to justify (i.e., data/warrant/backing) their
attitude on each claim in an open answer format and to think of possible reasons to change
their position (i.e., rebuttals). In the following analysis, we focus on the justifications.

In addition, other potentially influencing variables were assessed: knowledge about
NOS [88], religiousness [43,89], and conspiracy ideation [90]. The NOS measure focused
on the tentativeness of scientific knowledge (“development” scale) with items like “New
findings might change what scientists hold as true” [88]. The original seven items were
reduced to six items. The scale measuring religiousness consisted of five items such as
“I believe in God” [43,89]. The scale on conspiracy ideation [90] included items like “I
think many important things happen in the world, which the public is never informed
about” [90]. All of these scales measured agreement on a five-point rating scale.

3.3. Data Analysis

Results of all rating scales were merged to sum scores per scale. The rating items to
assess attitudes toward claims concerning the five CSI topics were merged to one sum
score for further analyses, representing attitudes toward scientific consensus.

Open answer format responses (i.e., arguments) were analyzed using qualitative
content analysis [91] and the software MAXQDA Plus (VERBI Software, 2019, Berlin,
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Germany). Components of the analysis are semantic units; every semantic unit was
coded once.

As a first step, based on TAP, we deductively derived an operationalization to identify
the semantic units within respondents’ arguments that can be categorized as justifications
(Figure 3). This step was necessary since, even if the open answer format question con-
cretely asked about justifications, some answers contained other argumentative elements
or unrelated components.
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argument proposed in the open answer format as the first step of the analysis.

If the semantic unit named reasons supporting the participant’s position concerning
the claim (e.g., “The risk of dying from the disease is higher than dying from the vaccine”)
it was coded as warrant/data, since those two argument components, as postulated by
Toulmin [32], rarely appear explicitly as two distinct units. In this case, the warrant
(i.e., “If the risk of dying from the disease is higher than dying from the vaccine, the
vaccine is safe and effective”) is left implicit, as is often the case in informal logic [76].
The conceptualization of Toulmin [32] also includes qualifiers influencing the magnitude
of an argument (e.g., “If the vaccine is developed and tested responsibly”) and rebuttals
contradicting the conclusion (e.g., “Some people die from the side effects of vaccines”). For
the following analysis of the justifications, the rebuttals were merged with warrant/data as
justifications (i.e., analytic unit; Figure 3), because the statement “Some people die from
the side effects of vaccines” either justifies or rebuts a participant’s position.

If the semantic unit was completely unrelated to the claim, it was coded as unrelated. If
it was a restatement of the claim captured in the rating scale (e.g., “I think vaccines help”)
it was coded as claim. If the semantic unit was unrelated to the initial statement, e.g., the
safety and effectiveness of vaccines, but still related to the issue (e.g., “No one should
be forced to be vaccinated”) the unit was coded as problematization. Semantic units that
referred to the initial statement without using any argumentative component (e.g., “Why
would I answer that?”) were coded as refusals.
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The first deductive coding step resulted in a majority of answers justifying the state-
ment, as intended in the open question (Table 2). There was no evidence of structural
differences between stated argument components for or against scientific consensus. The
stated argument components did not depend on the attitude measured.

Table 2. Frequencies (proportions) of argument components among the five CSI topics following the first deductive coding
step. The grey row displays the proportion of semantic units identified as justifications.

Argument
Component Evolution Climate

Change GMF Vaccination SARS-CoV-2 Total

claim 5
(1.3%)

13
(3.6%)

12
(3.1%)

13
(3.2%)

3
(0.8%)

46
(2.4%)

data/warrant/rebuttal
(i.e., justification)

350
(88.8%)

289
(80.1%)

300
(76.5%)

325
(79.9%)

333
(84.1%)

1597
(81.9%)

qualifier 17
(4.3%)

23
(6.4%)

22
(5.6%)

34
(8.4%)

37
(9.3%)

133
(6.8%)

problematization 2
(0.5%)

23
(6.4%)

41
(10.5%)

25
(6.1%)

10
(2.5%)

101
(5.2%)

refusal 6
(1.5%)

2
(0.6%)

6
(1.5%)

4
(1.0 %)

5
(1.3%)

23
(1.2%)

unrelated 14
(3.6%)

11
(3.1%)

11
(2.8%)

6
(1.5%)

8
(2.0%)

50
(2.6%)

Total 394
(100%)

361
(100%)

392
(100%)

407
(100%)

396
(100%)

1950
(100%)

The semantic units identified as justifications underwent a second qualitative content
analysis to build up the deductive-inductive category system and answer the research
questions. Therefore, we started by gathering similar content in fine-grained subcategories
and subsequently generalized the categories more and more [91] based on those presented
by Lobato and Zimmerman [36]. In this way, it was possible to categorize the justifications
based on content and build types of justifications on CSI topics. To improve the objectivity
of our category system, a different researcher conducted a second coding on 30 complete
data sets (11.3% of complete data sets) [92]. These double coded data sets are a repre-
sentational sample to encompass the spectrum of the material. Cohen’s kappa indicates
a substantial intercoder agreement (κ = 0.68) [92]. Based on a discursive analysis of the
coding results, codings were discursively changed when coding errors were identified. This
led to increasement of Cohen´s kappa (κ = 0.84) and a refinement of coding descriptions.

The amount and proportion of coded semantic units per type of justification were
calculated and compared across the five topics. To analyze relations between types of
justifications and other variables, correlations were calculated.

4. Results

The claims reflecting the scientific consensus on the five CSI topics were generally
accepted, representing a positive attitude toward these topics. The most accepted claim was
evolution (95.3 % agreement), followed by climate change (87.6%), vaccinations (86.0%),
SARS-CoV-2 (82.6%), and finally GMF (57.5%), the most contested claim (Table 3).

Figure 4 displays the deductively-inductively built fine-grained category system to
distinguish different types of justifications on CSI. The categorization resulted in five types
of justifications, with 25 subcategories. A justification that cannot be falsified or is depen-
dent on individual beliefs belongs to the subjective type, and every other justification is
intersubjective. Subjective justifications refer to normative statements that are grounded
in values and beliefs (e.g., ideology: “God created all living beings”; naturalistic fallacy:
“This is not safe, because it is not natural”; argumentum ad hominem: “Virologists are not
trustworthy”). Intersubjective justifications were further distinguished into those referring
to specific data to support the claim (evidential) or referring to a third entity as an authority
(deferential). The mere mention of “evidence” did not count as an evidential justification but
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was categorized as a reference to a body of knowledge and therefore as deferential. The
determining differentiation between evidential and deferential justifications was their speci-
ficity; while deferential justifications refer to a rather general body or lack of knowledge
about the topic, evidential justifications are quite focused on the single CSI.

Table 3. Frequency (proportion) of acceptance of scientific consensus concerning each CSI topic.

CSI Topic Rejection Undecided Acceptance Total

Evolution 13
(3.4 %)

5
(1.3 %)

361
(95.3 %)

379
(100 %)

Climate Change 17
(5.3 %)

23
(7.1 %)

282
(87.6 %)

322
(100 %)

GMF 61
(21.3 %)

61
(21.3 %)

165
(57.5 %)

287
(100 %)

Vaccination 26
(9.4 %)

13
(4.7 %)

239
(86.0 %)

278
(100 %)

SARS-CoV-2 29
(10.7 %)

18
(6.7 %)

223
(82.6 %)

270
(100 %)
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Deferential justifications were further divided into justifications referring to a body
of knowledge (e.g., science/research: “That was proven by science”; consensus: “Almost all
scientist agree on it”; control mechanisms: “There is a strict and transparent approval
procedure for vaccinations”) or a lack of knowledge (e.g., no (sufficient) evidence: “We don’t
know enough about it”; no falsification: “To date, there is no evidence against it”; no
personal knowledge: “I don’t know enough about this”). The evidential justifications were
categorized as either empirical or theoretical justifications. While empirical justifications
referred to verifiable real-world phenomena (e.g., causality: “As shown by the eradication
of smallpox”; comparison/analogy: “SARS-CoV-2 is not more dangerous than the flu”;
definition/generalization: “This is the case, since we have a global pandemic”), the theoretical
justifications drew conclusions, weighed up, or referred to conclusiveness (e.g., weighing up:
“The risk of dying from the sickness is higher than dying from the vaccine”; conclusiveness:
“This is a conclusive explanation”).

All identified justification types were identified across all five topics. However, some
justification types were more common depending on the particular CSI topic addressed.
While subjective, empirical, and theoretical justifications tended to be rather topic-specific,
deferential justifications appeared with a similar frequency across most of the topics
(Table 4). Therefore, references to a body or lack of knowledge were used quite similarly
across the different CSI. However, on the safety of GMF, the most contested statement, a
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comparably high number of justifications refer to a lack of knowledge. In contrast, the
claims with the highest acceptance rates, i.e., anthropogenic climate change, evolution, and
vaccination, were more frequently connected with justifications referring to third entities
or vaguely defined bodies of knowledge such as “studies” or “evidence”.

Table 4. Proportions of justification types across the CSI topics.

Type of
Justification Evolution Climate

Change GMF Vaccination SARS-CoV-2 NTotal

Subjective 0.4% 1.4% 7.3% 4.3% 3.6% 66
Deferential:

Body of knowledge 49.1% 55.2% 25.3% 45.9% 26.1% 644

Deferential:
Lack of knowledge 9.1% 5.9% 38.0% 6.5% 13.8% 230

Evidential:
Theoretical 17.1% 6.2% 3.0% 12.3% 1.5% 132

Evidential:
Empirical 20.6% 31.4% 26.3% 31.1% 55.0% 526

NTotal 350 290 300 325 333 1598

Compared with theoretical justifications, empirical justifications were far more com-
mon. However, this varied across the topics; while justifications concerning evolution
relied almost equally on theoretical considerations and real-world observations, positions
on SARS-CoV-2 were more frequently justified by empirical justifications.

Subjective justifications were the least common justification type, with the topic of
GMF showing the highest proportion of subjective justifications, while almost no respon-
dents gave subjective justifications in the contexts of evolution and anthropogenic climate
change. The most frequent justification type overall was reference to a body of knowledge.
This type was especially common when justifying attitudes on anthropogenic climate
change, evolution, and vaccination.

In most cases, the acceptance of claims concerning the five different CSI topics did not
correlate significantly with the identified type of justification (Table 5). However, the use of
subjective justifications is negatively correlated to the acceptance of four of the CSI topics
with a weak effect. The claim about GMF is the only one without a significant correlation to
one of the justification types. Additionally, the acceptance of the effectiveness and safety of
vaccines is significantly and weakly related to the use of deferential justifications referring
to a body of knowledge.

Table 5. Correlation after Pearson between justification type and acceptance of scientific consensus on each topic. N = 398,
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

Justification Type Evolution Climate Change GMF Vaccination SARS-CoV-2

Subjective −0.141 ** −0.175 ** −0.064 −0.186 ** −0.153 *
Deferential:

Body of Knowledge 0.044 0.060 0.114 0.128 * 0.110

Deferential:
Lack of Knowledge 0.045 0.015 −0.048 −0.008 0.044

Evidential:
Theoretical 0.059 −0.003 0.057 −0.015 −0.026

Evidential:
Empirical 0.056 −0.036 −0.074 −0.016 0.053

In general, the participants were not very religious (M = 1.62; SD = 1.05, score range:
1–5), were partly drawn to conspiracy theories (M = 2.41; SD = 0.88, score range: 1–5), and
showed a high knowledge about NOS (M = 4.69; SD = 0.44, score range: 1–5).
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A significant positive and strong correlation between the general acceptance of sci-
entific consensus and knowledge about NOS (N = 252; r = 0.558; p < 0.01) was identified.
Religiousness (N = 254; r = −0.469; p < 0.01) and conspiracy ideation (N = 258; r= −0.655;
p < 0.01) correlated significantly negatively with the acceptance of scientific consensus with
a medium (religiousness) to strong (conspiracy ideation) effect size.

Correlations of these variables with different types of justification were not significant
in most cases (Table 6). Solely the use of subjective justifications (e.g., natural fallacy)
correlated positively and weakly with the rejection of scientific consensus as well as
negatively and weakly with conspiracy ideation. References to a body of knowledge
correlated with the acceptance of scientific consensus with a weak effect. Furthermore,
religiousness correlated weakly with the use of empirical justifications.

Table 6. Correlations between justification type and knowledge about NOS, religiousness, conspiracy ideation, and general
acceptance of scientific consensus operationalized by the mean of acceptance of the claims on the five CSI topics. N = 398,
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

Justification Type NOS Religiousness Conspiracy Ideation Acceptance of
Scientific Consensus

Subjective −0.045 0.029 0.180 ** −0.185 **
Deferential:

Body of Knowledge 0.035 −0.121 0.102 0.102 *

Deferential:
Lack of Knowledge −0.024 0.009 0.030 0.020

Evidential:
Theoretical 0.011 0.047 −0.036 0.007

Evidential:
Empirical 0.032 0.184 ** 0.079 −0.009

5. Discussion

The relatively high agreement with the claims on the different CSI indicates that most
citizens who responded to the survey accept the respective scientific consensuses. However,
while evolution as the explanation for the variety of life forms is accepted by more than
95% of the sample, only 57.5% agreed with the safety of GMF, the claim with the highest
frequency of rejection and uncertainty. About 10% disagreed with the claims about the
effectiveness and safety of vaccines and the health threat of SARS-CoV-2. Analysis of
justifications resulted in five types of justifications for claims on CSI, each with several
subtypes (RQ1). Justification types seem to be partly topic specific (RQ2) and in most cases
are unrelated to whether the claim on a CSI was accepted or rejected (RQ3), as well as to
variables like NOS, religiousness, and conspiracy ideation (RQ4).

5.1. Justification Types in the Field of Controversial Science Issues (RQ1)

To identify types of justifications in the field of CSI, we applied a deductive-inductive
approach based on an existing justification coding scheme [36]. We identified subjective
justifications that have been described before [36], sometimes referred to as normative
justifications [27]. This type relies on individual spiritual, political, or ideological beliefs as
well as on reasoning fallacies like argumentum ad hominem.

All justifications that could be identified as intersubjective formed a group that was
further categorized. The distinction between references to a third entity (i.e., deferential)
and references to the subject of discussion itself (i.e., evidential) was drawn from previous
research [36] and applied to the data in this study. This common distinction can also be
found in Shtulman [83].

However, taking a closer look at the deferential justifications, we distinguished ref-
erences to a body of knowledge (e.g., “There is evidence for x”) from references to a lack
of knowledge (e.g., “There is no evidence”). Another step toward more fine-grained cate-
gories was the distinction within the evidential category between empirical and theoretical
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justifications. Empirical justifications rely on real-world phenomena or precisely named
and therefore provable data (e.g., correlation: “There is a positive correlation between
greenhouse gas emissions and rising global temperature”), while theoretical justifications
include a warrant to support the conclusion (e.g., cost risk calculation: “Even if climate
change is not anthropogenic, we should assume it is. Better safe than sorry”). This catego-
rization of the evidential justifications as either empirical or theoretical is therefore aligned
with the distinction between data and warrant in TAP [32]. Furthermore, both types of
evidential justifications share commonalities with components of scientific reasoning, e.g.,
the subskill of interpreting data [20] or abductive reasoning [93]. It would be worth in-
vestigating to what extent these types of evidential justifications align with the epistemic
dimension of scientific reasoning as described by Osborne [21], referring to the questions
“How do we know or how can we be certain?” [21] (p. 270).

Clearly, evidential justifications that refer to the CSI topic under consideration itself are
highly topic-dependent. Due to the high diversity of SSI [70], a further generalization of this
type of justification is challenging. One step that enabled the categorization into justification
types was the focus on CSI as a special variant of SSI. Following Kolstø [94], who defined the
field of risk-based SSI, and Borgerding and Dagistan [11] (see Figure 1), who differentiated
between different fields as foundations for SSI, the theoretical clarification of the field of
CSI as well as the resulting category system may help to further clarify the different fields
within the broad topic of SSI. This is likely necessary for a finer analysis of justifications
that could perhaps be field-specific.

5.2. Topic-Specific Justifications (RQ2)

Despite the field-specific scope of the category system, indicated by the occurrence
of all five justification types in all five CSI topics, the results show frequency differences
among justifications concerning the five CSI. This finding supports earlier results with
a similar methodological design [36], while results of studies investigating SSR instead
suggest consistency of the SSR framework across different SSI contexts [8,69]. However,
this contrast may be resolved by seeing the SSR framework as a field-specific tool that is
applicable to different topics of SSI, comparable with the category system for the field of
CSI presented here. Toulmin [32] has already emphasized the field-specificity of arguments.

Whereas subjective and evidential justifications appear to be more topic-specific,
the most general justification types seem to be deferential justifications referring to a
body or lack of knowledge, either personal or related to the scientific field. In fact, the
vast majority of deferential justifications refer to the scientific field. However, as the
participants were aware that they were part of a scientific survey, they may have tried to
use appropriate and convincing arguments. Laypeople are often capable of using “public
scientific arguments” [25].

5.3. Relationship between Acceptance of CSI and the Use of Different Justifications (RQ3)

Generally, correlations between the use of certain justifications and the acceptance
of the scientific consensus on the different CSI were weak. Still, the use of subjective
justifications correlated with a rejection of the scientific consensus on most CSI, except
for the safety of genetically modified food. One possible explanation is that all kinds of
fallacies (i.e., argumentum ad populum, argumentum ad hominem, naturalistic fallacy) are
subjective justifications. This fallacious argumentation is known to be rather common when
arguing against a scientific consensus [95]. Despite the only small number of subjective
justifications in total, these correlations suggest that subjective justifications are more
frequently formulated if people reject the scientific consensus on a CSI.

Deferential and evidential justifications seem to appear for both acceptance and
rejection of the scientific consensus, indicated by the insignificant correlations between
the use of these justifications and acceptance of the scientific consensus on the five CSI.
The only exception is a significant and weak correlation between reference to a body of
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knowledge and acceptance of the effectiveness and safety of vaccinations, indicating less
frequent use of this argument when being skeptical about vaccinations.

5.4. Relationship between NOS, Religiousness, and Conspiracy Ideation with the Use of Different
Justifications (RQ4)

Concerning the relationship between justification types and other variables, increased
knowledge about NOS did not correlate with a certain type of justification, an observation
made previously concerning NOS and the structural quality of arguments [47]. Nev-
ertheless, NOS is known to be able to positively influence argumentation skills on SSI
topics [85,96].

While Lobato and Zimmerman [36] noted that justification strategies appear highly
heterogeneous within an individual’s argumentation, our research demonstrated that
even across the spectrum of science rejection and acceptance, all different kinds of justi-
fications appear. This is consistent with previous findings that point out similarities in
argumentation on supernatural beliefs and scientific knowledge [83]. However, significant
correlations indicate that reference to a body of knowledge is more likely when accepting
the scientific consensus, while subjective justifications are more frequent in argumentations
against the scientific consensus.

Furthermore, subjective justifications are more frequent in people with high conspir-
acy ideation. Religiousness correlated weakly and positively with the use of empirical
justifications, suggesting that religiousness is not necessarily an obstacle to reasoning on
scientific topics [43].

6. Conclusions and Outlook

The task of fostering reasoning and argumentation competency goes beyond formal
education in school and university [4]. In general, citizens are expected to employ evidence-
based reasoning on issues grounded in science to make decisions in their personal lives and
in public policy [97]. People often have difficulty evaluating evidence, which is problematic
for informal reasoning on public policy and personal choices [4]. One crucial reason that
these everyday reasoning tasks are difficult is the easy generation of causal explanation
and their resistance [4,98].

To equip citizens with the ability to weigh up arguments and evaluate evidence, a first
step is knowledge about the different types of justifications they provide for their attitudes
concerning certain CSI. The category system reflecting justification types provides insight
into the diversity of argumentation patterns and can inform teachers and pre-service teach-
ers about potential attitudes and justifications on CSI that they might encounter in their
lessons. Previous studies emphasized the importance of the inclusion of multidisciplinary
perspectives when negotiating complex societal issues like CSI [7,35]. This approach can
be informed by the category system, which was built upon a wide variety of different
justifications from a heterogeneous online sample. It could furthermore be a helpful tool
for fostering science media literacy, described by Höttecke and Allchin [99] as a crucial goal
of science education in the age of social media [99].

Moreover, the presented category system lays the groundwork for further research
in this area. On one hand, it will be the starting point for similar research in formal
education. On the other hand, knowledge about justification types and how they differ
across different contexts enables the ability to choose the best contexts to integrate into
science education contexts.

Additionally, the results may inform science communication researchers and practi-
tioners about the acceptance of the scientific consensus on different CSI topics and common
justifications in these contexts. This is important, since even media reports often have
problems handling scientific information [19].

In future research, the fine-grained assessment of general attitudes toward SSI brought
forward by Klaver and Walma van der Molen [67] could be combined with the method
of measuring justifications toward scientific consensus on specific CSI proposed in this
article to shed more light on the different justification types. Furthermore, a research
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design integrating a task on SSR would be beneficial, e.g., by using the QuASSR [65]. In
general, further investigation of the category system and its justification types should
include steps of further validation [100] as well as argumentation in a broader discussion
context, as has been suggested by several scholars [32,33,72]. The current study involved a
random sample recruited within social networks to collect a wide variety of justifications
for creating the category system. However, this sampling led to a high dropout rate and
lacks representativeness of the quantified results. Future studies may apply the category
system to samples within controlled environments. Another important next step is the
theoretical and empirical investigation of the alignment of scientific reasoning and informal
reasoning on CSI and SSI.

The novel term CSI could—following further theoretical and empirical clarification—
help bridge the gap between the mostly separated research areas of science education and
science communication [18].
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